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Inspection 
Your vehicle has a lot to tell you about how it wants to be cared for. During 
the inspection process you are opening your ears (by opening your eyes 
and hands) to hear what it’s saying. Through a process of close inspection 
you will get to know important factors about your car that will dictate your 
approach to caring for it. Familiarize yourself with the various materials 
(aluminum, steel, plastic, carbon fibre, etc.) that come together in the 
make up of your vehicle so that you can use the most gentle yet effective 
solutions and processes to accomplish a deep clean and condition of all 
surfaces. Based on your observations and your goals, determine which 
steps mentioned below are necessary this time around and which you can 
put off until next time.  

1. In a well lit environment, or with a high powered handheld light, walk 
around the vehicle inspecting one panel at a time 

2. Look for areas that are chipped or cracked where too much force (or 
any contact at all) needs to be avoided in the detailing process. 

3. Look for etching in the paint from rain water or bird dropping that 
needs to be addressed. 

4. Look for swirl marks (will appear as circular lines when the light hits it) 
that will need to be levelled and refine (paint correction) 
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- Scangrip Colour Match Kit 
- Mobile Microscope 

- Elcometer 311 Auto Paint Meter 
- Mastercraft Digital Temperature Reader 

WHAT I USE
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Rims, Tires and Wheel Wells 
Among all the exterior surfaces, none are attacked by the elements more fiercely 
than the rims, tires, and wheel wells. Every KM driven is a KM at war, and without 
the proper defensive and offensive strategy these sections are often among the 
first to degrade. Stones, road paint, road salt, mineral concentrations in rain 
water and puddles, dirt, mud, brake dust, glass, and nails are among the artillery 
hoisted at your rims, tires, and wheel wells.  

1. Rinse thoroughly to release and carry away any non-bonded contaminants 
from the surface.  

2. Pre-treat. Liberally apply pH neutral wheel cleaning solution to face and 
barrel of rims as well as AP cleaner to tires and wheel wells. Allow solution to 
dwell for 30 seconds on lightly soiled rims and 60 seconds on heavily soiled 
rims without allowing it to dry. 

3. Agitate. Using a combination of brushes that are saturated with soapy water, 
agitate the debris on all surfaces. When cleaning the rim, start from the top 
and work your way down. 

4. Rinse. Flush away the newly released contaminants with hose being sure to 
give special attention to crevices such as lug nut openings.  

5. Repeat. Carry out the same process on each wheel, one at a time. 
6. Dry and Dress. After the entire car has been washed and dried, come back to 

the wheels to hand dry, then apply tire dressing with foam applicator sponge, 
working it in to the lettering in all directions.  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- Kranzle K1622 pressure washer 
- Sonax Wheel Cleaner  PLUS 
- 5 gallon bucket filled halfway with water 
- Grit Guard bucket insert 
- Purple Power AP cleaner 
- Detail Buddy Premium Detail Brush  

- Chemical Guys short handle wheel & tire brush 
- Chemical Guys Nifty Brush 
- Chemical Guys Durafoam Dressing Applicator 
- Wheel Woolies 
- Chemical Guys V.R.P. 

WHAT I USE
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Hand Wash 
There is a special bond established between an enthusiast and their 
vehicle when they spend time massaging the debris away from it’s surface 
and get to know every angle and contour as if learning braille. Regular 
and safe washing is the first step to experiencing your cars fullest potential 
and knowing the bliss of cruising in a spotless masterpiece. 

1. Rinse thoroughly starting at the top and working your way to the 
bottom giving special attention to the lower sections where dirt and 
debris tend to cling to the surface. Remove as much dirt as possible in 
this stage. 

2. Foam the car with a foam cannon to allow the cleansers in the soap to 
further release lightly bonded debris and create a cushion that will act 
as a barrier between your wash media and the cars surface. 

3. Extract debris in tight areas such as around emblems and door 
handles using a soft bristle brush and very light pressure. 

4. Lift debris using wash media in straight lines applying no pressure 
working your way around the car from top to bottom. Release debris 
into rinse bucket and re-saturate in soap bucket after each panel. 

5. Rinse vehicle (ideally with deionized water) chasing the suds from the 
top of the vehicle down to the ground giving special attention to 
flushing all soap from crevices, seams, mirrors and door jambs. 
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- Kranzle K1622 pressure washer 
- Sonax Car Wash Shampoo Concentrate 
- 2x 5 gallon bucket  

- 1 with water only, 1 with water and shampoo 
- Lemonbest Snow Foam Lance 

- Grit Guard bucket inserts 
- Merino wool or Microfibre wash mitt 
- Detail Buddy Premium Detail Brush  
- CR Spotless water filtration system

WHAT I USE
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Paint Decontamination 
Just like your skin, your cars painted surfaces have pores. These pores are 
susceptible to being filled with contaminants, some of which bond 
themselves to the pores over time. These bonded contaminants may 
include railway dust, brake dust, industrial fallout, tree sap, bug splatter, 
bird droppings, overspray or road paint. A simple hand wash will clean 
over and around these particulates, but will not remove them from your 
paint. For this, a clay bar process is called for. 

1. Prep. Use about 50g of your detailing clay and form it into a flat, 
round hamburger shape. 

2. Lubricate. Using a wash mitt that is saturated with clean soapy water, 
squeeze suds and water onto panel. 

3. Sweep. Use short back and forth motions with minimal pressure to 
pick up bonded contaminants from surface until entire panel has been 
covered. 

4. Knead clay and re-form into patty shape to expose new clean surface 
and repeat process on next panel until all painted surfaces have been 
decontaminated. 

5. Rinse vehicle to flush away any newly released contaminants. 
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- Kranzle K1622 pressure washer 
- Sonax Car Wash Shampoo Concentrate 
- 5 gallon bucket with water and shampoo 
- Grit Guard bucket inserts 

- Merino wool or Microfibre wash mitt 
- Griot's Garage 11153 Paint Cleaning Clay 
- Nanoskin Glide 
- CR Spotless water filtration system 

WHAT I USE
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Drying 
Most micro marring on a cars surface actually comes during an improper 
drying process. Here, as in every case, lubrication is key even when the 
goal is a dry, spot-free, swirl-free surface.  

1. Dampen microfibre towel then ring out all excess water. 
2. Lubricate towel with AMMO Hydrate to allow it to glide along the 

surface leaving a trail of protection in its wake. 
3. Dry. Starting from the top, dry one panel at a time with straight line 

motions and minimal pressure. 
4. Ring out towel after each panel and repeat steps 2 to 3 until entire car 

is dried. 
5. Seal by spraying V07 on a new microfibre towel and on one panel at a 

time then lightly buffing it to a streak free shine. 
6. Windows. Using two clean microfibre towels clean one window a time 

by spraying glass cleaner on surface then cleaning with first towel. 
Follow up by lightly buffing window with second towel to a streak free 
shine. 
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- Microfibre towel  
- 16x16 or 16x24 
- 300-350 gsm 
- 80/20 or 70/30 polyester/polyamide blend 

- AMMO Hydrate 
- Chemical Guys V07 Spray Sealant 
- Stoner Invisible Glass

WHAT I USE
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Protecting 
Now that your car looks just the way you want it, it’s time to make sure it 
stays that way. Since, for the true driver, the war with the elements and the 
road never ends it is important to envelop your car with a sacrificial barrier 
that can protect your rolling art. 
 
1. Carnauba Wax. There are two types of carnauba waxes- cleaner wax 

and finishing wax. The former has a very mild abrasive in it to soften 
the edges of superficial abrasions and reduce their appearance while 
finishing waxes have no abrasive and are purely for aesthetic 
enhancement of your car. Waxes fill in the microscopic blemishes in 
your paint to give the appearance of a flat, defect free surface but 
don’t actually remove blemishes. Defects will re-appear after the wax 
evaporates or wears away after a months or two. 

2. Polymer Sealant. This man made product provides a greater degree of 
durability and protection than a Carnauba wax. It has a typical life of about 6 
months. It doesn’t provide the same degree of glow and rich shine that a 
Carnauba does, so what I like to do is lay down a base coat of sealant, allow it 
to cure for a couple hours, then top it with a layer of finishing wax so that I get 
the benefits of both products- the protection and the rich glow. 

3. Ceramic Coating. This is the ultimate in protection, gloss 
enhancement, hydrophobic qualities, dirt repellency and chemical 
etching resistance. These go on to your vehicle in liquid form then 
cure to a permanent hardened encasement of your car. This product is 
best left to a professional to install. 
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- Foam Applicator Pad 
- AMMO Crème finish wax 
- Chemical Guys Pete’s ’53 finishing wax 
- Chemical Guys Butter Wet (cleaner) Wax 

- Jescar Powerlock Plus Sealant 
- Opticoat Pro and Pro+ Ceramic Coating 
- Microfiber towel (same specs as drying towels)

WHAT I USE
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Where do I shop? 
For the discerning car owner it is often hard to find top quality products off the shelf at big retail stores. Here is a list of 
places that I turn to when I need quality products. I don’t use or endorse all the of the products sold by these suppliers, 
but personally have a eclectic collection of products that come from these various sources. 

www.opticoat.com 

www.ammonyc.com 

www.eshine.com 

www.wisdomdetail.ca 

www.chemicalguyscanada.ca 

www.oldetownautospa.ca 

www.amazon.ca 
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Have more questions? 

I hope that this short instruction manual has helped you better understand how to care for your car to maximize your 
enjoyment of it. There is a ton more that I couldn’t include here but it is my joy to help educate car enthusiasts, so if you 
have any questions at all please don’t hesitate to get in touch with me no matter how big or small your question is.  
You can reach me at: 

joshua@doxadetailing.com 

(647) 772- 2773 

instagram.com/doxadetailing 

facebook.com/doxadetailing
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